WCCS Recommends
Music for Summer
Summer from The Seasons – Alexander Glazunov

Russian composer, Alexander Glazunov, scored a ballet which presented four tableaux, one for each season. This summer tableau
represents cornflowers and poppies enjoying the sunlight, nymphs appearing and dancing in thanksgiving. This movement is a
waltz, meaning that it is in ¾ time. Try clapping along with it, using a stronger clap on the first beat.

Overture to A Midsummer Night’s Dream – Felix Mendelssohn

Oberon, Titania and Puck with Fairies Dancing, c.1786, William Blake

Felix Mendelssohn was only seventeen when he wrote this overture for A Midsummer Night’s Dream. It signifies aspects of the
play through music: the opening, for example, containing a tiptoeing figure representing the fairies. Can you hear the braying of
Bottom, as a donkey, at about three minutes?

Summer – Frank Bridge

Under the Poplars, 1887, Claude Monet

Many of Frank Bridge’s greatest works take the form of a ‘tone poem’ – an orchestral work which represents a story, theme or
idea in music. In Summer, the bright major key at the start and rapid string movement signify energy and warmth. Close your eyes
and imagine aspects of summer as the music continues.

Summer from The Victorian Kitchen Garden – Paul Reade

The Victorian Kitchen Garden was a TV show which recreated kitchen gardens from the Victorian era. Summer is taken from the
show’s award-winning incidental music, played as viewers watch gardeners at work. It is now a staple of the clarinet repertoire
– the instrument playing multiple parts at one point, jumping amid registers to give flourishes between the main notes of the
melody.

Summertime – Ella Fitzgerald and Louis Armstrong

Taken from George and Ira Gershwin’s opera Porgy and Bess, Summertime is one of the best-known jazz standards in the
repertoire. It was inspired by spirituals sung by slaves in the late nineteenth century and is first sung in the opera as a lullaby.
The shimmering chords of the accompaniment summon sweltering August nights in South Carolina where a young mother
lulls her baby to sleep.

Surfin’ U.S.A – The Beach Boys

The Beach Boys defined the sound of summer in the 1960s with songs about California. Their sound is defined by the
harmony-and-falsetto-filled backing vocals, and constantly chipper tones. Surfin’ U.S.A is unusual because it lacks the versechorus structure of most pop songs, instead presenting verse after verse with a repeated refrain on the final line. That’s why it’s
so catchy!

Summer Nights from Grease – The Four Seasons

Summer Nights is the story of Danny’s and Sandy’s summer romance, with their gossiping friends in accompaniment. Note:
this song contains not one but two key changes as the friends’ interrogation intensifies. The slow ending and wistful harmony
have captured hearts for decades!
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